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TTIP is already a done deal – 

but you voted for the pack, didn’t you?! 
 

TTIP will bring poverty and servitude for Europe, additional property and power of 
command for the greedy US combines. Most of the »infrastructure« of our towns and 
countries – the »locusts«, you forgot already?!, were nothing but a foretaste – from 
hospitals to motorways, from power plants to private universities (which then will shoot 
from the ground) will become US property. It is simply nonsense to say, »the combines« 
in general were the winners; the few European ones, for instance Volkswagen or, as far 
as it still exists, Deutsche Bank, will just be robbed of several billions (by sentences of 
US‐»courts« using some pretext or other) and will consequently be bought; you will see 
those things as well as you are seeing the millions of false »refugees« – not a single one of 
them is persecuted on political or racist grounds in his native country except a small 
percentage of black people whom Ghaddafi had fetched to his country and who now 
flee from those very Islamists who were established as government(s) by our armies in 
Libya – to whom our health insurance funds and even our apartments are handed out. 
For Europe is meant to sink into poverty so that the ordinary US citizens, mostly living 
under rather bad circumstances and forming about 70 per cent of the population, will no 
longer be able to perceive that due to the (though long perished) workers’ movement – 
for we Europeans profit from its achievements, whereas Americans do not –people can 
live under much better conditions than those they have to endure under the rule of their 
»four hundred families«, that is the hereditary mega‐stockholders who control or even 
create the US‐government (by means of the press and money). 

As a matter of fact, at the time of their rise the USA were firstly not 
overpopulated and secondly possessed a large home market – that was the real core of 
the »American Dream«, meaning that anyone who works hard will become wealthy. 
Europe, in contrast, was at the same time fragmented (small home market, therefore 
limited and not »unlimited« possibilities) and already in those years densely populated: 
it was obvious that property was a result of heritage and not of hard work, which was of 
no great advantage. Nobody could escape – except to America, after all – and thus a 
certain percentage of the most intelligent and active Europeans, among them at a later 
point of time, for they were handicapped by lack of education and weariness at first, 
also workers, became workers’ leaders; this way health insurance and old age pension 
funds came into being, this way wages rised as a result of strikes, although many of the 
fighters died for the cause, had to flee or were imprisoned. In the USA, however, the 
most intelligent and active people became small entrepreneurs (the myth of Dagobert 
Duck), because the enormous home market actually offered them the possibility to do so 
up to the beginning of the 20th century; the few men who did the arduous work of 
gathering and teaching the nevertheless growing masses of workers were easily 



eliminated by a few of Ford’s or Rockefeller’s gun men and replaced, with the help of 
their press, by fakes for the people who had remained ignorant. As the American 
people, in contrast to the Europeans who continually slaughtered each other, were 
spared wars since the liberation of slaves, the ordinary Americans still quite often and 
until recently were better off than the Europeans, unless there was a (real) economical 
crisis (by overproduction as a result of competition, but this situation did not come up 
for quite some time already, as meanwhile properties are in the hands of monopolies); 
but this situation changed since the baby boom, also in the USA space has become 
scarce, property is only to be attained by heritage (as a matter of fact, however, only 
huge properties, small or middle properties are robbed by taxation), whereas Europe, 
that in its role as a rammer against the Soviet Union had to be handled with kid gloves 
until the latter’s destruction, could recover economically and its inhabitants were able 

to enjoy a better life than the only genuine winners of the 2nd World War, due to the 

enduring achievements of the workers’ movement, that is the courageous and 
successful strikes and votes of their great grandparents. (Russia had been bled to death 
by the effort of repulsing and afterwards most justly chasing the Hitler troops, the USA 
had not mingled into the war until the last minute and had then, strong and fresh, 
collected the rest that remained West of the Elbe including the fascist states of 
Southwestern Europe, which thus survived as such.) This »objectionable« contrast is to 
be changed, so that the unpropertied Americans will not finally get »silly ideas« into 
their heads by the sight of masses of people living decently, now that they themselves 
are in a mess because of their increasing number. This is the objective of that wave of 
false refugees brought into Europe by US‐order (the USA, Israel and Saudi‐Arabia won’t 
take them, after all, strange, isn’t it?!), which their vasall governments, first of all the 
German one, have to swallow (state authorities and the press help matters along!, 
pogromists, so very »leftist«, as well), and that’s already half of the objective of TTIP. 
(We have learned about the other half, the distribution of European property among the 
»four hundred families« of the USA, already.) 

To speak out these plain facts is allegedly »Anti‐Americanism«, according to the 
pogromists and the state propaganda that is a kind of racial (???) prejudice against the 
offspring of the Pilgrim Fathers and the cowboys. According to this logic, the Polish, 
Czech etc. resistance movement against Nazi occupation would have been »Anti‐
Germanism«, the Indian, Chinese, African etc. against the colonial masters only 
prejudice against »white people«. Such prejudices actually did play a certain role here 
and there during the fights we mentioned, for some reactionary elements of societies 
under the yoke of colonization felt that their own shameful customs such as the 
economically so practical burning of widows or the omnipotence of clans over their 
younger members, that is their abominable »cuuullture«, praised so highly nowadays, 
might be endangered by the foreign rule. Such motifs are scarcely paralleled by the 
»Anti‐Americanism« that is ravingly invented on order, and of which we would like to 
be given a decent definition; but they neither were nor presently are the main reason, 
after all, to defend oneself against occupants and exploiters and were rather hindering 
the fights since they diverted interest from inherited oppressors and exploiters in the 
own ranks of whom people also have to get rid off, after all. But this will simply not 
work as long as they are junior partners and agents of militarily much stronger foreign 
masters, whose own people could live very much better without them in spite of all 
morsels falling from the colonial table, at least with an existing birth control, the only 



genuine environment protection that is possible. This and nothing else is the meaning of 
the old slogan: Workers of all countries, unite! (Or that of Engels’ saying: »A people that 
suppresses others, cannot be free itself.« The unpropertied masses of the USA are 
experiencing at the moment the truth of this sentence; those of the vasall peoples can 
only be useful for them by casting off the rule of the foreign hereditary big owners first, 
then that of the own ones.) 

Now a big babble is blasted by the streamlined »media« and the cartel parties, 
saying that the absolute subjection of Europe under US‐dominated private »arbitral 
tribunals«, which are independent of state courts, was eased, even abrogated; this is 

pure piss take, the procedure by which the crucial »third man«, e.g. the presiding judge, 
is appointed (namely by the US‐dominated »World Bank«, and the place of jurisdiction 
will remain Washington), is now formulated in such complicated terms that we cannot 
print it here (but you can get it from our German website, strangely not from any 
other) and the essence of it is precisely the same as before. That much for »reforms« or 
»improvements«! 

Secondly the propaganda now tries to hide TTIP behind CETA. This, too, is 
nothing but lies and deception: CETA, that is the »model treaty« between Canada 
(whose economy surely lies mostly within the hands of »subsidiaries« of US groups) 
and the European Union, is said to be better than TTIP. But it is just a test run and model 
case for TTIP (»preliminary«, har, har!) as well as identical in structure. 

Again: With TTIP, European property will be transferred bit by bit to US 
combines, and politically our subcontinent becomes a colony without any rights (which 
it is already to a considerable extent anyway, but Europeans can still have considerable 
property, they still can protect their health insurances and traffic infrastructure by state 
authorities, at least theoretically, which means to enact own laws; with TTIP this will 
officially be finished). The political parties, that hand over our rights and public as well 
as private property into the hands of the real masters of the USA, have been elected by 
Europeans made cowardly and lethargic, but also, in contrast to a considerable 
percentage of Europeans before Hitler, Europeans grown and remaining cowardly and 
lethargic without any resistance. Those who considered it to be super clever to not want 
to know the difference between Constitution and law, or even taunted this difference, 
which was after all their only protection against the pro‐monopolistic state, in a 
meshuga manner as »bourgeois«, are now getting what they deserve. But what about 
the so‐called opposition? 

The party which calls itself »LINKE« (»the Left«) was, just like the cartel parties, 
too, fully informed about CETA and TTIP since 2010, but rigidly concealed these 
infamous subjugation contracts from the people until it was too late. What a nice »Left«! 
Their stage play of opposition has the sole purpose to babble something about 
»combines« which is meant to provoke some vague social jealousy of some voluntary 
idiots, but at the same time to obscure the political background and absolutely unequal 
relations of ownership and strength between these combines – i.e. Europe’s contractual 
subjugation and continued handing out of its property to US‐American mega‐
proprietors –, in other words, not to impede the adoption of TTIP. At the same time, 
their representatives in the EU‐»Parliament« at Strasbourg voted for the military 
demolition of Libya (a long time flourishing welfare state based on oil resources) and its 
being given into the hands of the most sanguinary Islamist slaughterers to be found 
worldwide besides IS[IS] to which they are closely connected (by the way, that is where 



the only real refugees come from apart from a small percentage of Yazidis). Therefore 
the only concern of the »LINKE« was and still is to convey the impression of opposing 
TTIP (or the occupation of Afghanistan, the preparation of war against the rest of 
Russia, and so on), in order to get the credit for it, but not to seriously obstruct the 

measures planned or ordered by the USA. 
And the AfD (»Alternative for Germany«), with which they like to link us? 

(Because we deal with them, like with all other parties, not hysterically and obedient to the 

media, but rationally and critically, even though we absolutely disapprove of at least 90% of 

their party platform, propagated on AfD posters or during their public meetings, particularly 

the stinking reactionary promotion of families, though this item is also agreed upon by all the 

rest of parties [as if there weren’t much too many already on this planet, and besides, one would 

like to get rid of the own bunch!], in addition their foolish restrictedness to a national view [as 

establishment and maintaining of civil rights, emancipation and wide-spread prosperity, after all, 

the goals of Marx and Lenin, can only be attained on an international scale, just think of the 

infiltration of strikebreakers from poverty regions, but certainly not by international subjection 

under US‐control: internationalism is not imperialism, no matter how intensely Romans in 

antiquity or US‐authorities nowadays suggest this!] as well as their crazy belief in the police, 

propagating that their increased number would make up for their performing their duty neutrally). 
So what is the AfD? It is the grave of all oppositional votes. They started as a 

simple fake, to which nationwide and in a well coordinated way several functionaries of 
the CDU (»Christian Democratic Union«) were delegated. Afterwards, the public image 
they promoted also attracted a few genuine oppositionals (e.g. Mrs von Storch, whom 
the STERN therefore picks on for pages, full of spite and venom), and that explains their 
strange »battles about the party line«. But their nucleus controlled from outside is still as 
devoted to its imperialistic leash as is the »LINKE«; that is why the overwhelming 
majority of the AfD representatives voted pro TTIP in Strasbourg, and whoever 
confronts them during one of their (few) public meetings with that will get the same 
false but unmasking answers as from the false »LINKE«, too. The AfD is no hope for 
TTIP opponents, regardless of what else there is to think of them. 

The »right‐wing« opposition, weak as it is without a class basis, after all (for an 
independent European bourgeoisie determined to enter competition has finished to exist 
for a long time already), has gathered a little bit here and there – better than no 
opposition at all! An opposition that seriously takes up the aims of Marx and Lenin 
again (not those of Stalin, this has caused bad confusion), not a band of shouters and 
thugs in the service of US‐Imperialism, will still have to gather, here as anywhere else. 
We offer the nucleus for it. 
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